HOMESPACE PROTECTION
LIFESTYLE
Onwatch space protection can now be extended
to all of those treasured possessions that make
such a key difference to your quality of life. The
amount we invest in our lifestyle is substantial
and insurance seldom reflects the irreplaceable or
sentimental value that it covers.
In our modern society, almost everything is at
risk and while many utility objects can be readily
replaced, lifestyle items have a cherished place in
our lives and deserve to be adequately protected.
The list of leisure pursuits is almost infinite and
ranges from collections to participating sports, which
means that there is no one solution that covers
everything. However, there are opportunities to
group risks into generalities and in this sense, the
use of ‘space protection’ in our service description is
an excellent guide to the way that it works.
By creating a protected space around property of
almost any kind, the early approach of an intruder
is detected before any crime has been committed.
Previously, using detection in this way has
generated alarm activations without explanations of
their nature but, by adding CCTV to verify the cause,
false alerts can be segregated from genuine alarm
situations. Adding audio to this process provides our
central monitoring station (CMS) with an opportunity
to evaluate the intrusion and issue a warning if
necessary.
The development of ground positioning systems
and mobile telephone technology has enabled the
protected space solution to be extended to mobile
lifestyle assets. Those items with an inbuilt power
source, motor cars, caravans, boats etc., can have
equipment embedded and powered in this way. For
assets without power, battery powered systems with
rechargeable and replaceable batteries can be used.
In the home, a broadband connection to a dedicated
PC can host the system and incorporate the full
service range via the Internet.

Essentially Onwatch Homespace Protection is about
prevention not detection. Although CCTV is used
for verification purposes, it is technically difficult
and thereby very expensive to obtain portrait
pictures of intruders for the purposes of conviction.
Furthermore, quality pictures of people that have
stolen your precious property will not necessarily
help to get it back.
If you have concerns about the safety and security of
your treasured lifestyle investments, call Onwatch on
01892 603800 for a consultation. It could prove to
be a very sound investment.
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